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Abstract 

Primary bone cancers commonly involve surgery to remove the malignant tumor, complemented with a 

postoperative treatment to prevent cancer resurgence. Studies on magnetic hyperthermia, used as a single 

treatment or in synergy with chemo– or radiotherapy, have shown remarkable success in the past decades. 

Multifunctional biomaterials with bone healing ability coupled with hyperthermia property could thus be of 

great interest to repair critical bone defects resulting from tumor resection. For this purpose, we designed 
superparamagnetic and bioactive nanoparticles (NPs) based on iron oxide cores (γ-Fe2O3) encapsulated in a 

bioactive glass (SiO2-CaO) shell. Nanometric heterostructures (122 ± 12 nm) were obtained through a two-

step process: co-precipitation of 16 nm sized iron oxide NPs, followed by the growth of a bioactive glass shell 

via a modified Stöber method. Their bioactivity was confirmed by hydroxyapatite growth in simulated body 

fluid, and cytotoxicity assays showed they induced no significant death of human mesenchymal stem cells after 

7 days. Calorimetric measurements were carried out under a wide range of alternating magnetic field 

amplitudes and frequencies, considering clinically relevant parameters, and some were made in viscous 

medium (agar) to mimic the implantation conditions. The experimental specific loss power was predictable 

with respect to the Linear Response Theory, and showed a maximal value of 767 ± 77 W/gFe (769 kHz, 23.9 

kA/m in water). An interesting value of 166 ± 24 W/gFe was obtained under clinically relevant conditions (157 

kHz, 23.9 kA/m) for the heterostructures immobilized in agar. The good biocompatibility, bioactivity and 

heating ability suggest that these γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO NPs are a promising biomaterial to be used as it is or 

included in a scaffold to heal bone defects resulting from bone tumor resection. 

Introduction 

One of the major challenges of the 21st century is the treatment of cancer, which despite numerous 

technological and clinical advances is still one of the leading causes of death in the world.1 Malignant tumors 

can develop in one organ – breast and lungs being the main ones in 2021 according to the World Health 

Organization – but if not detected early, cancerous cells can spread and develop metastases in other parts of 

the body. Among the organs affected, bones are one of the privileged sites, with 70 % of breast and prostate 

cancers and 30–40 % of thyroid, kidney and lung cancers resulting in bone metastatic tumors.2 Even if primary 

bone tumors such as osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma or Ewing sarcoma concern about 3 % of the cases of 

children and adolescent cancers and less than 1 % in adults, it still has an estimated incidence of 4.8 per million 

patients annually.3 In the case of primary bone tumors, as the survival rates are low if only chemotherapy or 

radiotherapy is applied, one of the very first response is surgery.4 Moreover, postoperative chemotherapy 

and/or radiotherapy are needed to prevent cancer recurrence or metastases, bringing their drawbacks and 

side effects. Due to the physiological differences between cancerous and healthy cells, malignant cells are more 

sensitive to heat, and a temperature above 41 °C induces cytotoxic effects, while a temperature above 46 °C is 

needed to destroy healthy cells by thermoablation.5,6 Therefore, hyperthermia is seen as a promising tumor 
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therapy, as a local temperature rise could be used to selectively treat cancer cells without damaging 

surrounding tissues. In the case of bone tumors, hyperthermia could also promote bone regeneration, as it has 

been shown that heat in this range of temperature can stimulate osteogenesis in vivo.7 

The first use of magnetic particles for cancer treatment by hyperthermia is reported in 1957 by Gilchrist et 

al.8 Since then, a growing body of research focused on the development and study of magnetic thermoseeds 

that can provide effective heating of deep-seated tumors under the influence of a locally applied magnetic 

field. In addition to their use as a single treatment, many studies, including clinical trials, demonstrated an 

improved efficiency with no additional toxicity when standard cancer treatments were coupled with 

hyperthermia.5,9–11 Indeed, magnetic hyperthermia (MH) can be a valuable ally in the fight against cancer as a 

synergistic treatment, through thermal chemosensitization12,13 and radiosensitization at mild temperatures 

(39–42 °C).11,14,15 Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are frequently considered as the best 

choice for medical applications, as they have excellent MH response under alternating magnetic field (AMF), 

by generating heat thanks to magnetic relaxation mechanisms. In addition, they present a high saturation 

magnetization, a zero net magnetization in the absence of a magnetic field, and are biocompatible.16 Moreover, 

the human body is well equipped to metabolize iron.17 The materials most commonly used are magnetite 

(Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles, which are superparamagnetic for diameters below 30 nm. 

These SPIONs are already commercialized and approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) contrast agents or delivery agents (Feridex®, Feraheme®, Gastromark®…) 

and more recently approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for the magnetic hyperthermia 

treatment NanoTherm® from MagForce (Germany).18 

In the case of bone cancer, the tumor resection generally results in a critical-size defect that cannot be repaired 

by the natural bone regeneration processes, and thus requires a bone graft. The development of synthetic graft 

materials allowed to overcome graft availability or rejection issues, these being the main drawbacks of 

autografts or allografts. Bioactive glass (BG) is an attractive material thanks to its ability to react in biological 

media and form a hydroxyapatite layer onto its surface, whose composition is similar to the one of the mineral 

part of bones. The implanted material can thus strongly bond with surrounding tissues and enhance bone 

repair. Also, BG dissolution products are known to provide osteogenic properties.19 Since the original Hench’s 

45S5 Bioglass® obtained through a melt-quenching route in the 1970s,20 several studies focused on sol-gel 

bioactive glasses.19,21 In addition to the lower temperature required for their synthesis, chemical and 

morphological properties of sol-gel BGs can be finely tuned to affect biological responses. Indeed, as they can 

present some porosity and be nanosized, they show a high specific surface area which enhances their 

mineralization kinetics. Even simple systems such as binary (SiO2-CaO) BGs synthesized with this method 

have shown excellent bioactivity properties.22 Moreover, BGs can be doped during their synthesis with 

elements that can stimulate osteogenesis (e. g. P, Mg, Zn), angiogenesis (e. g. Cu), anti-inflammatory effects 

(Zn, Sr) and antibacterial effects (Ag, Cu).23,24 

Hence, a multifunctional bone substitute, that both promotes bone regeneration and enables a local 

hyperthermia treatment of cancer is of high clinical interest. As the material would bond with bone tissues, 

the SPIONs embedded in the bioactive material would stay at the implantation site and would be available for 

successive hyperthermia treatments. Moreover, several studies have shown that the presence of SPIONs in 

the biomaterial stimulates alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, osteogenic gene expression, proliferation, 
differentiation of human bone marrow stem cells and extracellular matrix mineralization, and thus allowed a 

faster bone regeneration, even without the application of AMF.25,26 A multifunctional magnetic bioactive glass-

ceramic was first developed in 1991 by Ohura et al.  and showed the ability to bond with bone tissues and to 

provide local heating under AMF.27 Their interesting bone tumor treatment results in rabbits acted as a proof 

of concept for this therapy.28 However, this material was synthesized through a one-pot melting route that 

provided poor control on the crystallinity and properties of the magnetic phase. Matsumine et al. presented 

good clinical results with a Fe3O4 nanopowder mixed with calcium phosphate cement on human patients with 

metastatic bone lesions by hyperthermia treatment, indicating that a SPIONs-containing bone substitute is a 

promising approach for a treatment after bone tumor surgery.29  
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In this work, a magnetic and bioactive multifunctional nanomaterial based on SPIONs (γ-Fe2O3) as a core and 

BG (SiO2-CaO) as a shell is presented. These heterostructured nanoparticles (NPs) were synthesized through 

a co-precipitation and sol-gel approach based on our previous work.30 The different steps of the core-shell NPs 

synthesis are depicted in Fig. 1. As optimal maghemite NPs size for MH is reported as between 14 and 16 nm, 

the synthesis protocol was adapted to improve heating efficiency.6 In addition to the morphological, structural 

and magnetic properties, as well as the bioactivity and cytocompatibility assessments, we particularly focused 

on a deeper study of the magnetic hyperthermia response of these heterostructures. As they are intended for 

medical applications, MH measurements were carried out under clinically relevant AMF parameters and in 

viscous medium, in order to work closer to in vivo conditions. The specific loss power (SLP) behavior is 

compared to a theoretical model in order to predict its values under different AMF frequencies and 

amplitudes, and obtained intrinsic loss power (ILP) values are discussed.  

By providing extensive information about the MH behavior of this nanomaterial, we believe it can be easily 

compared with similar systems from the literature and eventually used as a building block for bone filling 

material after bone tumor surgery. The nanometric size of this material indeed allows a high versatility of 

material shaping: they can be dispersed in polymer,31 hydrogel,32,33 calcium phosphate cement34,35 and/or 

shaped as scaffold (via 3D-printing,36–38 electrospinning39,40 or foam replica41), or directly mixed with patient 

blood. The considered therapeutic approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1. Scheme depicting the different steps for the synthesis of magnetic and bioactive core-shell NPs and the considered therapeutic approach 
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Experimental Section 

Materials 

Iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O, 99 %), iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, 99 %), iron 

(III) nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, 98 %), nitric acid solution (HNO3 65 %), hydrochloric acid solution 

(HCl 32 %), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 99 %), ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH 28.0-30 %), and 

calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)2·4H2O) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Absolute ethanol (EtOH 

99.5 %), acetone and agar powder were obtained from VWR Chemicals. Citric acid monohydrate (99.5 %) was 

purchased from Labogros. Deionized water was used in all experiments.  

Synthesis of Maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) NPs 

A colloidal suspension of maghemite NPs was prepared following a protocol previously described by Vichery 

et al.,42 with some modifications, by coprecipitation of Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts in alkaline medium. First, 11.4 

mL of concentrated NH4OH were quickly poured into 36 mL of a 0.54 M Fe(II) and Fe(III) chlorides solution 

under vigorous stirring, resulting in the instantaneous formation of a black precipitate of magnetite. The 

mixture was then transferred in a closed Teflon-lined autoclave for a hydrothermal treatment (150 °C, 7 h) to 

allow for NPs growth through Ostwald ripening. The flocculate was subsequently washed twice with deionized 

water, dispersed in 4.9 mL of HNO3 (2 M) and kept under stirring for 30 min. After magnetic decantation, the 

particles were dispersed in an aqueous solution of ferric nitrate (12 mL, 1.5 M) and the mixture was heated 

up to reflux for 30 min, in order to fully oxidize the magnetite NPs into maghemite. The resulting particles 

were recovered, washed with acetone before their peptization in an acidic solution (pH = 2) of nitric acid and 

sonicated. Two centrifugation steps (6460 g / 5 min) were performed in order to reduce the NPs size 

dispersion. The mass concentration of the resulting ferrofluid was of 31 mg/mL. 

Prior to their coating with silica, the iron oxide NPs were functionalized to prevent their agglomeration which 

could lead to magnetic core clustering inside a single shell. Citric acid is widely used to functionalize the 

surface of iron oxide NPs and enhance their colloidal stability by electrostatic repulsion.43 In this purpose, 1 

mL of the previously obtained ferrofluid was mixed with 15 mL of a 0.3 M citric acid aqueous solution and 

kept under stirring for 30 min. Three washing steps with acetone were performed and the citrated particles 

were peptized in a H2O/NH4OH (5 mL/2 mL) solution. This resulting citrated ferrofluid will be referred in the 

following as solution A.  

Synthesis of core-shell (γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO) NPs 

Heterostructured NPs were obtained by growing a bioactive glass shell around the maghemite cores via a 

modified Stöber protocol, as previously described by Kesse et al.,30 but with adjusted synthesis parameters. In 

a typical procedure, two solutions were prepared at room temperature: 6.1 mL of TEOS + 100 mL of EtOH 

(solution B), and 2 mL of concentrated NH4OH + 58.5 mL of H2O + 87.5 mL of EtOH (solution C). Under constant 

stirring, the solution A (citrated ferrofluid) was quickly poured into solution C. After 10 min of stirring, to 

ensure proper dispersion, solution B was added to the mixture A+C and the resulting solution was kept under 

stirring for 3 h. Then, 0.49 g of Ca(NO3)2·4H2O dissolved in 1 mL of H2O were poured, and the final suspension 

was stirred for 21 additional hours. The brown precipitate was collected by centrifugation (6460 g / 10 min) 

and washed 3 times with deionized water to remove unreacted chemicals. The particles were dried overnight 

at 60 °C and a final annealing step at 650 °C allowed for the incorporation of Ca2+ ions into the silica network 

by diffusion.  

Morphological and structural characterizations 

Morphology and size distribution of bare magnetic and heterostructured nanoparticles were observed by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H-7650 operating at 80 kV) on powder samples previously 

dispersed by sonication in deionized water and deposited on TEM grids. At least 200 particles were analyzed 

using the ImageJ software to determine particles size distribution and the percentage of single-core 

heterostructures.  
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded in the 2θ range 20-70 ° with a step of 0.016 ° using a 

PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer working in Bragg-Brentano configuration with a Cu anode (λKα1 = 1.5406 

Å, λKα2 = 1.5444 Å). Diffraction patterns were fitted using the Fullprof suite of programs in order to obtain the 

sample lattice parameter and the average apparent crystallite size. The procedure is detailed in Supporting 

Information. 

Infrared spectra were acquired by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) using a Thermo Scientific 

Nicolet 5700 spectrometer in transmission mode on KBr pellets. The weight ratio KBr:sample was about 

199:1.  

The sample composition was determined by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-

AES) using a ULTIMA-C spectrometer (HORIBA-Jobin-Yvon). The preparation of sample and reference 

materials are fully described in a previous article.30 The analytical wavelengths used for Si, Ca and Fe are λ = 

251.611 nm, λ = 317.933 nm, and λ = 259.940 nm respectively.  

Nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms were recorded with a Micromeritics Tristar II PLUS sorptometer, 

and the samples specific surface area were calculated from the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller equation. 

Magnetization measurements were performed on powder samples using a Superconducting Quantum 

Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS3). Magnetization versus applied 

magnetic field curves were recorded at 10 and 300 K and the magnetization values were normalized to the 

mass of magnetic material, derived from the iron content measured by ICP-AES.  

In vitro bioactivity 

The ability of the heterostructured NPs to form hydroxyapatite in body fluids was assessed in vitro. Prior to 

the assays, simulated body fluid (SBF), a saline aqueous solution mimicking the pH and ion concentrations of 

human blood plasma, was prepared according to the method described by Kokubo et al.44 The  γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-

CaO heterostructures were then soaked in SBF (1 mg/mL) in a plastic beaker and kept in an orbital shaking 

incubator (N-BIOTEK, NB-205) at 37 °C for 3, 7 and 14 days. To ensure sufficient salt concentrations, the SBF 

solution was renewed every 7 days. The samples were finally recovered by centrifugation, gently washed 

twice with deionized water, and dried at 60 °C. The formation of hydroxyapatite crystals was subsequently 

evidenced by XRD, FTIR and electron microscopy. 

In vitro cytotoxicity tests 

In vitro cytotoxicity tests were performed using human mesenchymal stem cells (h-MSCs) by MTT (3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) assays following the usual protocol used in the 

group.30 This choice of cell type was based on the desire to be as close as possible to the clinical application of 

the material. In a typical procedure, metaphysic cancellous bone tissues were collected during hip arthroplasty 

surgical procedures performed on patients who gave their consent beforehand for the use of their bones for 

research purposes. Then, they underwent multiple steps of treatment and culture, in order to collect the h-

MSCs, as fully detailed by Jacobs et al.45  

Prior to the cytotoxicity tests, the heterostructured NPs were sterilized by keeping them in an oven at 180 °C 

for 2 h. Then, h-MSCs cultured in minimum essential medium (MEM) were seeded in a 24-well plate, exposed 

to the nanopowders with a concentration of 1 mg/mL, and incubated at 37 °C for 3 or 7 days. MEM-cultured 

h-MSCs without powder were used as a control. After incubation, the mitochondrial activity of the cells was 

evaluated using MTT. The MTT salt being reduced to purple formazan crystals by metabolically active cells, 
after dissolution, samples cytotoxicity can be quantified by spectrophotometry (TECAN) through the 

measurement of the solution optical density at 570 and 690 nm. The darker the solution, the greater the 

number of viable, metabolically active, cells. Mann-Whitney statistical tests were performed on the data sets 

(with n = 3 replicates) using Past software, to evaluate statistical significance. 
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Magnetic hyperthermia study 

Specific loss power measurements. The specific loss power (SLP), or specific absorption rate (SAR), was 

measured by calorimetry using a magnetic hyperthermia apparatus from NanoScale Biomagnetics (D5 Series, 

Driver G2 Multi-mode 1500 W). The nanopowders were thoroughly dispersed in water through sonication 

(NPs concentration of 68.1 mg/mL), leading to an iron concentration of 0.8 mgFe/mL, based on the ICP-AES 

measurements. An adapted glass vial was filled with 1 mL of this suspension and subjected to an alternating 

magnetic field (AMF) while recording the temperature evolution with a fiber-optic temperature probe. 

Temperature profiles versus AMF application time were recorded using the associated MaNIaC software. For 

some measurements, the particles were immobilized in agar. The samples were prepared following a similar 

protocol: the NPs were first dispersed in water with a concentration of 0.6 mgFe/mL, and then agar powder 

was added in the dispersion (1 wt % agar/water). 

Hyperthermia measurements were performed under different AMF frequencies (f = 157.1, 303.7, 383.1, 492.9, 

636.8 and 768.5 kHz), and amplitudes (H0 = 11.9, 15.9 and 23.9 kA/m). Each measurement lasted 3 min and 

was performed 3 times.  

The SLP values were extracted from the temperature profiles by the initial slope method, using a 2nd order 

polynomial function to fit the plots and to determine (ΔT/Δt)t=0. Indeed, the increase in temperature at the 

beginning of the measurement is considered as characteristic of an adiabatic system. SLP values are finally 

obtained using the following expression: 

SLP = 
mH2OCH2O+ mNPsCNPs

mFe
(

∆T 

∆t
)

t=0
 (1) 

where SLP is expressed per unit mass of iron (W/gFe), m and C are the mass and specific heat capacity of 

dispersion medium and nanoparticles (CH2O = 4.18 J⋅g-1⋅K-1 and CNPs = %wt(γ-Fe2O3) × Cγ-Fe2O3 + %wt(SiO2-CaO) 

× CSiO2-CaO, with Cγ-Fe2O3 = 0.65 J⋅g-1⋅K-1 and CSiO2-CaO ≈ CSiO2 = 0.92 J⋅g-1⋅K-1),46 mFe the mass of iron inside the sample 

as determined by AES and (ΔT/Δt)t=0 the initial slope.  

Theory of heat generation for SLP prediction. In superparamagnetic (SPM) materials, heat generation 

mainly occurs through relaxation mechanisms because of their low coercivity and remanence, leading to 

negligible hysteresis losses. It is well known that in response to an alternating magnetic field, the 

magnetization of SPM particles can relax and cause thermal losses either through two mechanisms:16,47  

▪ Néel relaxation, where the magnetization rotates within the particle and is hindered by the anisotropy 

energy that tends to orientate it along the easy axis. If we consider the anisotropy constant Keff, the 

magnetic volume V and the Boltzmann constant kB, the Néel relaxation time τN is given by:   

τN = τ0∙ exp (
KeffV

kBT
) (2) 

▪ Brownian relaxation, where the rotation of the particle itself, of hydrodynamic volume VH, is hindered by 

the viscosity η of the surrounding medium, leading to a brownian relaxation time τB defined as: 

τB = 
3ηVH

kBT
 (3) 

One can define the effective relaxation time τR that depends on Néel and Brownian relaxation times as:  

τR
-1 = τN

-1+ τB
-1 (4) 

The shortest relaxation time determines which mechanism is dominant, but in most of the cases, the effective 

relaxation time is a combination of both. A common way to predict thermal losses and thus the SLP for 

particles depending on these two relaxation mechanisms is the linear response theory (LRT).16,47 In the 

framework of the linear response model, an expression of the power dissipation P (in W/m3) has been 

proposed by Rosensweig as:48  
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P = μ0πχ''(f)H0
2f (5) 

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, χ’’ the loss component of the magnetic susceptibility of the material 

and f and H0 respectively the AMF frequency and amplitude. χ’’ is frequency-dependent and can be expressed 

as:  

χ''(f)= 
2πfτR

1+(2πfτR)2
χ0 (6) 

where χ0 is a constant depending on the SPM particles intrinsic properties: the saturation magnetization (Ms), 

and the volume of particle (V). Given the expression of SLP = P/ρ (in W/g), with ρ the mass density of magnetic 

material, substituting the expression of χ’’(f) in equation 2 yields: 

SLP = 
μ0πχ0H0

2f

ρ

2πfτR

1+(2πfτR)2
(7) 

Results and Discussion 

Nanoparticles morphological and structural characterizations 

The multifunctional bioactive and magnetic heterostructures were obtained through a multi-step synthesis 

previously studied in our research team.30 To obtain such heterostructures, it was proposed to grow a 

bioactive glass shell around previously formed iron oxide NPs. One major advantage of this approach over 

one-pot routes is the ability to finely control the size and crystallinity of the bare magnetic cores and therefore 

to study their properties prior to BG encapsulation, providing leverage to obtain optimal magnetic properties 

for hyperthermia.  

In a first step, maghemite NPs were synthesized through coprecipitation of Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts in alkaline 

medium. Then, a hydrothermal treatment was carried out, to tune the particle size via Ostwald ripening. 

Selected temperature and step duration, which are the main factors influencing the final NPs size, allowed to 

obtain spheroidal, slightly faceted NPs (Fig. 2A).49 In a last step, the NPs were fully oxidized into maghemite. 

By fitting the size histogram with a log-normal function, the magnetic NPs mean size was determined as 16 ± 

3 nm, showing a moderate size dispersity of 21% (Fig. 2B).  

 

Figure 2. Representative TEM image (original magnification × 150000) (A) and size histogram fitted with a log-normal function (B) of the magnetic NPs 
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The X-ray diffraction pattern of the magnetic NPs shows the characteristic Bragg peaks of spinnel ferrites (see 

Fig. 3), confirming the presence of either magnetite (Fe3O4) or maghemite (γ-Fe2O3). The determination of the 

lattice parameter a by full-pattern matching is a method that allows to accurately discriminate between the 

two phases as a = 8.396 Å for magnetite (JCPDS 19-0629) and a = 8.352 Å for maghemite (JCPDS 39-1346). 

Here, the refinement led to a lattice parameter value of 8.358 ± 0.001 Å, which is in agreement with the 

theoretical value of maghemite (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). An average apparent crystallite size 

of about 15 ± 2 nm was obtained from the full pattern matching refinement. This value is consistent with the 

mean particle size derived from the TEM images, thus indicating that the particles are monocrystalline.  

 

 

Figure 3. Diffraction patterns of the maghemite (gray, bottom) and the heterostructured NPs (black, top) 

Prior to the bioactive shell growth, the maghemite NPs were citrated to increase their colloidal stability in the 

basic reaction medium and to avoid magnetic core aggregation before or during the encapsulation process. 

Indeed, after citratation, the point of zero charge of maghemite NPs is shifted to lower values of pH thanks to 

the deprotonation of up to three carboxyl groups (pKa of 3.13, 4.76 and 6.40 respectively).50 The citrated NPs 

thus present a highly negatively charged surface in a wide range of pH that allows electrostatic repulsion. 

Moreover, the high nucleophilic surface of citrated iron oxide NPs indulges preferential growth sites for the 

silica shell.51   

The growth of a bioactive glass shell around the magnetic cores was based on a modified Stöber method. First, 

the silica shell was made by a classical sol-gel route in alkaline medium. Calcium nitrate was added 3 h later 

and non-reacted species were removed with a washing step. A thermal treatment allowed for calcium diffusion 

inside the silica matrix. This multi-step approach provided a good control on the size, dispersity, morphology 

and aggregation of the final heterostructured NPs. Indeed, calcium nitrate is known to disturb Stöber silica 

growth if added early in the reaction medium, when silica primary particles are small and highly reactive, and 

leads to irregular shape, inhomogeneity in size and/or aggregation.52,53 Despite a decrease in incorporated 

calcium quantity, it has been shown that a Ca2+ addition time of 1 to 3 hours after the beginning of the sol-gel 

reaction led to monodisperse and non-agglomerated BG NPs.52  
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Figure 4. TEM image (original magnification × 200000) (A) and size histogram fitted by a log-normal function (B) of the γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO 
heterostructures 

TEM images show an effective growth of silica around the magnetic NPs, which can be deduced from the 

difference of contrast between the iron oxide cores and the glass shells (Fig. 4A). These core-shell hetero-

structures are mainly single-core (~ 53 %, see Fig. S2 in Supporting Information). Also, all the magnetic NPs 

were encapsulated, and no homogeneous growth of silica (pure BG NPs) was observed. This could be 

explained by the relatively good colloidal stability of the magnetic NPs in the reaction medium (provided by 

the citrate functionalization and the control on magnetic NPs size and concentration). Furthermore, 

heterostructured NPs are non-aggregated, spherical, and quite monodispersed in size (122 ± 12 nm, Fig. 4B).  

Table 1. Composition of the heterostructured NPs determined by ICP-AES. Relative analytical error on mass fraction is about 1 % and relative error on 

molar fraction results is about 2 %.  

 SiO2 CaO Fe2O3 

Mass fraction (%) 91.92 6.37 1.71 

Molar fraction (%) 92.48 6.87 0.65 

Elemental analysis by ICP-AES results (Table 1) show that calcium was effectively incorporated in the glass 

network and confirm the presence of iron in the composite. The XRD pattern of the heterostructures shows 

diffuse scattering attributed to the glass network and the unchanged Bragg peaks of maghemite (Fig. 3). The 

glass encapsulating the magnetic cores thus preserved the maghemite NPs from any phase transition to 

hematite (α-Fe2O3) during the 650°C thermal treatment,42 and no crystalline impurities such as calcium 

carbonate and/or silicates that could be caused by the calcium salt addition are observed.   

N2 sorptometry measurements are useful to complement these results. Besides showing an adsorption 

isotherm typical of a non-porous nanomaterial (Fig. S3 in Supporting Information), a specific surface area 

(SBET) of about 27 m²/g was obtained for the heterostructured NPs. Considering spherical particles, the 

theoretical mean diameter derived from SBET would range from 100 to 120 nm, confirming the non-

agglomerated state of the NPs (see detailed calculation in Supporting Information).  
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Magnetic characterizations 

 

Figure 5. M(H) magnetization curves of maghemite (gray, circles) and heterostructured (black, squares) NPs at 10 K and 300 K 

The magnetization versus applied magnetic field curves for bare maghemite and heterostructured NPs were 

recorded at 10 and 300 K and normalized to the mass of iron oxide in the samples, based on ICP-AES results. 

As shown in Fig. 5, for both samples, the curve at 10 K reveals a small coercivity (~25 mT) and the one at 300 

K is typical of a superparamagnetic material with no hysteresis.54 The absence of coercivity and remanence at 

room temperature is ideal for healthcare applications, as the magnetization is suppressed as soon as the 

magnetic field is stopped, thus preventing particle agglomeration. One can see in Fig. 5 that the magnetic 

properties were not significantly altered by the encapsulation of the magnetic cores and that the high 

saturation magnetization value at room temperature (Ms = 70 ± 1 and 72 ± 1 emu/gFe2O3 for bare and core-

shell NPs respectively) is close to the one of bulk maghemite (74 emu/g).55 For the heterostructures, the 

saturation magnetization value at 300K, normalized to the total sample mass, is of 1.22 emu/g. It is an 

interesting value regarding the low iron content (< 1 %mol), especially compared to Ms values from similar 

systems presented in the literature, synthesized through one-pot synthesis. Indeed, due to the poor control of 

the magnetic NPs nucleation and growth, in the work of Li et al. the Ms value reaches only as high as 3.57 

emu/g despite a more than 10 times higher iron content,56 and in other studies, Ms values remain below 

1 emu/g with a similar iron content.57,58 On the other hand, while using preformed iron oxide NPs, other 

authors obtained higher Ms values depending on the SPIONs content, from 1.58 to 3.48 emu/g for SPIONs-

loaded BG scaffold,26 14.16 emu/g,59 and up to 17.88 emu/g,60 for encapsulated SPIONs in BG. In their review 

on bioactive glass in cancer therapy, Sharifi et al. reached the same conclusion while comparing magnetic 

responsive mesoporous BGs.61 Here, the heterostructures Ms value referred to the total sample mass is 

strongly reduced due to the large shell thickness (> 50 nm) and thus high relative amount of BG in the sample. 

It could easily be increased by reducing the shell thickness or increasing SPIONs loading. 

Bioactivity and cytotoxicity results  

In vitro bioactivity. The γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO heterostructures presented in this study are intended to be used 

as a bone substitute after bone tumor resection. For such application, the SiO2-CaO glass shell is expected to 

interact with the body when implanted to ensure a more efficient bone repair. The bioactivity of BG is usually 

characterized by the ability to promote bone repair via surface dissolution phenomena and crystallization of 
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hydroxyapatite (HAp) at its surface, when immersed in a biological medium.20 This nanocrystalline 

carbonated hydroxyapatite formed is by nature very close to biological apatite, the major inorganic 

component of natural bones, which allows enhancing the bonding between the graft and bone tissues. 

Furthermore, calcium and silicon ionic dissolution products are known to play key roles in bones metabolism 

processes, i.e. they are essential for the formation and calcification of bone tissues, stimulate collagen 

formation, favor osteoblasts proliferation and differentiation and extracellular matrix mineralization.23  

 

Figure 6. TEM image of the bioactive and magnetic core-shell NPs after 14 days of immersion in SBF. Needle-like nanocrystals are pointed by white 

arrows 

It is commonly accepted that monitoring hydroxyapatite crystallization in SBF is an efficient way to predict a 

material’s bioactivity,  as its formation will also be expected in the living body.44  In this study, the core-shell 

NPs were soaked in SBF for up to 14 days. TEM images (Fig. 6) exhibit needle-like nanocrystals surrounding 

the heterostructured NPs after 14 days of immersion in SBF, and their nature (HAp) was confirmed by XRD 

and FTIR spectroscopy.  

 

Figure 7. XRD patterns (A) and FTIR spectra normalized to the Si-O-Si band at 475 cm-1 (B) of heterostructured NPs before and after up to 14 days of 

immersion in SBF 
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The Fig. 7A shows the XRD patterns of the heterostructures after immersion in SBF. One can see the apparition 

of Bragg peaks characteristic of HAp (JCPDS 09-0432) after 7 days of immersion in SBF, meaning that HAp 

crystals started to grow between 3 and 7 days. Such a fast apatite formation kinetics for a binary glass shell 

with a low calcium content can be explained by the bioactive glass intrinsic textural properties, specifically 

the higher specific surface area thanks to the small particle size compared to melt-quenched BG particles.21,62  

This kinetic was confirmed by FTIR, as the spectrum after 7 days of immersion in SBF exhibits new bands at 

564 and 604 cm-1, corresponding to the O-P-O bending vibrations of HAp phosphate groups.63 The band at 

879 cm-1 can be attributed to the O-C-O bending vibration of carbonate groups,63 indicating the formation of 

carbonated HAp. These results prove that the heterostructures are reactive in biological medium and could 

promote bone regeneration. 

In vitro cytotoxicity. A proof of the cytocompatibility is a mandatory step for any material intended to be 

used in contact with a living body. An in vitro viability test is a good first approach to assess the cytotoxicity of 

a material. For this purpose, the viability of h-MSCs was assessed by MTT assays in the presence of the 

heterostructured NPs after 3 and 7 days of incubation. As shown in Fig. 8 there is no reduction in the metabolic 
activity, which does not change significantly after 3 or 7 days, as p > 0.05 compared to the control h-MSCs 

incubated without the NPs. These core-shell NPs can thus be considered as nontoxic.  

 

Figure 8. Metabolic activity (MTT assays) of h-MSCs alone (control) or in the presence of heterostructured NPs, after 3 or 7 days of incubation. Error 
bars represent the standard mean error from n = 3 replicates. n.s.: not significant, corresponds to p > 0.05 

Magnetic hyperthermia study 

The key application of these multifunctional NPs is the use of magnetic hyperthermia (MH) to treat residual 

or resurgent cancer cells after a bone tumor resection. The local temperature rise at the implantation site 

could be used to selectively destroy cancer cells or to enhance existing treatments such as chemotherapy or 

radiotherapy.  

The heat dissipated by a material upon stimulation – an AMF in the case of MH – is called the specific loss 

power. The SLP value is usually normalized per gram of magnetic material and depends on the material 

intrinsic properties and the magnetic field parameters. In the literature, the SLP is estimated using a wide 

range of AMF parameters,26,30,64–68 which highlights two issues.  

First, the importance to take into account the clinical relevance for the choice of AMF parameters if the 

material is intended to be designed for medical applications. One commonly admitted criterion for local 
hyperthermia is the one proposed by Hergt and Dutz, where the product of field amplitude and frequency 
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must satisfy H0 × f < 5∙109 A m-1 s-1.69 Commercial hyperthermia clinical equipment usually operates within 

this range.70 When the product H0 × f is above this criterion, the AMF can cause unwanted heating of healthy 

tissues due to the generation of eddy currents and the patient can experience discomfort.  

Second, normalization or standardization is highly important in order to be able to compare the heating power 

of the materials presented in different studies. Indeed, the measurements can be performed using a wide range 

of field parameters and not necessarily considering the above-mentioned clinical criterion. The intrinsic loss 

power (ILP), defined as: 

ILP = 
SLP

f∙H0
2

 (8) 

is a useful tool to normalize and compare samples measured with different AMF parameters. However, its 

definition implies that the SLP is linearly dependent on the frequency, an approximation not always satisfied 

for magnetic NPs dispersed in a fluid because of the strong dependence of the loss component of the magnetic 

susceptibility χ’’ (equation 6) on frequency in the hyperthermia range.48 This non-linear behavior was also 

reported experimentally by different authors.65,71 

Consequently, with the aim i) to compare the performance of the heterostructured particles presented in this 

work with the literature, ii) to study the SLP behavior as a function of the AMF parameters, and iii) to define 

the best amplitude/frequency set with respect to the Hergt and Dutz criterion, calorimetric measurements 

were performed under different AMF amplitudes ranging from 11.9 to 23.9 kA/m and frequencies from in 

157.1 to 768.5 kHz. Prior to the measurements of heterostructures dispersed in water, the temperature of 

pure water was recorded under an applied AMF with the maximal values of frequency and amplitude. As 

presented in Fig. S4 in Supporting Information, after 3 min, a temperature rise of only 0.3 °C was observed. 

Regarding the heterostructured NPs dispersed in water, six AMF amplitude-frequency pairs met the clinical 

criterion, and their heating curves are presented in Fig. 9. After 3 min of field application, a temperature rise 

of about 4 °C starting from room temperature was reported using a field amplitude of 23.9 kA/m and a 

frequency of 157.1 kHz. It is noteworthy that a greater temperature increase can be achieved as the curves did 

not saturate in this set of experiments. The measurement system being pseudo-adiabatic, the temperature 

increases with time, but not strictly linearly due to heat losses. The temperature versus time profiles were thus 

fitted and the SLP was extracted using the initial slope method for each H0 × f pair. The fitted heating rates 

(ΔT/ Δt)t=0 and details of SLP calculation can be found in the table S1 in Supporting Information. 

 

Figure 9. Temperature profiles and fitted polynomial curves as a function of time under different AMF parameters (H0-f) of clinical relevance 
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Figure 10. Specific loss power values for measurements using various AMF frequencies (157 to 769 kHz) and amplitudes (11.9 to 23.9 kA/m). 

Clinically relevant conditions are enlightened 

Fig. 10 presents the range of SLP values achieved for the hyperthermia measurements with multiple sets of 

AMF parameters. It also highlights the SLP values obtained under clinically relevant AMF parameters. 

Regarding the heating profiles and SLP values, it appears to be more beneficial to increase the field amplitude 

rather than its frequency. This is consistent with previous experimental finding,66,72 as well as with the theory. 

In Rosensweig’s model, the SLP value depends on the applied magnetic field amplitude H0 and frequency f, and 

on intrinsic material properties such as ρ, χ0 and τR. According to the equation 7, the heating power increases 

quadratically with the field amplitude (SLP ∝ H0²) and depends on the frequency as SLP ∝ A × Bf ² (1+(Bf)2)⁄  

with A = (µ0πχ0/ρ)H0² and B = 2πτR. 

 

Figure 11. Evolution of measured specific loss power with the square of AMF amplitude (A) and with field frequency (B) along with the fit with LRT 

model. Adjusted R² values are indicated for goodness of fit 
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As it can be seen in Fig. 11A, the experimental SLP values in this study indeed evolve linearly with H0², 

therefore, it can be stated that the SLP behavior follows the LRT model.73–75 The evolution of the measured 

SLP values versus frequency can thus be fitted using the following equation, derived from the equation 7: 

SLP = aH0
2∙

2πf 2τR

1+(2πfτR)2
 (9)  

where a = µ0πχ0 /ρ and τR are constants that are not affected by the AMF parameters and only depend on the 

material or the surrounding medium intrinsic properties. The values of a and τR for a given field amplitude H0 

can thus be directly obtained from the fit of experimental SLP as a function of frequency, using equation 9. All 

other things being equal, a and τR should not depend on H0, hence a and τR values were first varied and a set 

of values was chosen to fit all experimental curves for the 3 different amplitudes. The procedure that led to 

the determination of the best set of parameters to fit the 3 curves is detailed in Supporting Information. The 

fits using the equation 9 with a = 2.681 × 10-9 J·kg-1·A-2·m2 and τR = 4.369 × 10-7 s are presented in dashed lines 

in Fig. 11B. The determined τR agrees well with an expected relaxation time value of about 10−7  to 10−6 s for 

γ-Fe2O3 NPs of about 16 nm diameter.71,76 

According to the equation 7, the SLP varies with the square of frequency when 2πf·τR < 1 and saturates when 

2πf·τR ≫ 1. Here, the frequency value respecting the equation 2πf·τR = 1 is about 364 kHz. This experimental 

result, consistent with the Rosensweig predictions, confirms the advantage of working with a lower field 

frequency associated with a field amplitude as high as possible when the goal is to respect 

H0× f < 5∙109 A∙m-1∙s-1 to be in clinically relevant conditions. This behavior is clearly shown in Fig. 10, where 

the highest clinical SLP value corresponds to the highest amplitude coupled with the lowest frequency.  

It is interesting to note that the intrinsic loss power (ILP) values can be directly extracted from the slopes in 

Fig.  11A (dashed lines) as SLP = ILP × f × H0
2 by definition. ILP values still depend on AMF parameters because 

of the frequency dependence of the magnetic susceptibility as evidenced in equations 7 and 8 (Rosensweig 

model). This behavior is depicted in Fig. 12 (black dots), where the ILP values calculated for each field 

conditions using the equation 8 are also presented, for the sake of comparison.  

 

Figure 12. Evolution of intrinsic loss power (ILP) with field frequency. Black circles: values obtained from the fits of the SLP versus H02 curves (the 
dashed line is a guide to the eye). Vertical bars: values calculated for each set of AMF parameters, from the equation ILP = SLP/f·H0² 
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For the calculated ILP values, even if no global trend is observed, variations with field amplitude are 

noticeable. The advantage of the ILP values extracted from the SLP versus H02 curves is that it allows to obtain 

a single value for any H0. This determination method would be of great interest to more effectively and reliably 

compare the ILP values of different samples from the literature (for a fixed field frequency). In the frequency 

spectrum investigated here, the ILP values for the γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO heterostructures range from 1.67 to 2.25 

nH.m²/kgFe. These values are really close to the ones of similar core-shell NPs for medical hyperthermia 

applications using SPIONs found in the literature, as shown in the Table 2. Modest ILP values for some other 

nanosystems such as the ones in the studies of Kesse et al.30 and Guisasola et al.67 could be explained by the 

SPIONs ultrasmall size, leading to lower Ms values due to an enhanced contribution of disordered surface spins 

(spin canting). Some other works on magnetic and bioactive systems (scaffolds) did not report any SLP value 

but showed promising results: a temperature rise of 17 °C within 5 min (10 mg of material under H0 = 14.4 

kA/m and f = 409 kHz),26 and  for another study, a ΔT of 8.25 °C after 25 min (200 mg of material in 3 mL of 

water, with H0 = 1.47 kA/m and f = 232 kHz).77 In the light of this literature study, and considering that the ILP 

values of commercial magnetic NPs range from 0.15 to 3.12 nH·m²/kgFe,78 the magnetic and bioactive nano-

heterostructures presented in this work seems to be as efficient, if not better, to similar materials. Other works 

focused on reviewing bioactive materials for magnetic hyperthermia and provided a complementary and 

critical overview.79  

Table 2 Intrinsic loss power values obtained from the literature for nanosystems based on iron oxides NPs encapsulated in silica or bioactive glass 

Reference Nature of NPs 
AMF amplitude 

(kA/m) 

AMF frequency 

(kHz) 

ILP  

(nH·m²/kgFe) 

This study γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO 11.9 / 15.9 / 23.9 
157 / 304 / 383  

493 / 637 / 769 

2.25 / 2.00 / 1.87  

1.71 / 1.67 / 1.69 

Perton et al.80 Fe3O4@m-SiO2 8.0 395 / 579 / 796 1.46 / 1.59 / 1.89 

  12.0 395 / 579 / 796 2.13 / 2.29 / 1.83 

  16.0 395 / 579 / 796 1.24 / 1.81 / 1.72 

Adam et al.81 SPION@m-SiO2 (a) 23.9 536.5 2.38 

 SPION@m-SiO2 (b) 23.9 536.5 1.73 

Hurley et al.82 SPION@m-SiO2 19.9 190 2.68 

Gao et al.83 SPION@m-SiO2 19.9 360 2.72 

Moorthy et al.64 Fe3O4@m-SiO2 14.4 409 1.42 

Nemec et al.68 γ-Fe2O3@SiO2 14.4 471 2.0 

Horny et al.84 γ-Fe2O3@SiO2 (c) 10.6 535 1.06 

 γ-Fe2O3@SiO2 (d) 10.6 535 1.37 

Guisasola et al.67 Fe3O4@m-SiO2 20.1 838 0.5 

  23.9 424 / 550 / 717 0.22 / 0.29 / 0.33 

Kesse et al.30 γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO 23.9 536.5 0.52 

(a) mesoporous silica with stellate pore morphology and (b) with worm-like pore morphology 
(c) spherical core-shell NPs and (d) elongated core-shell NPs 
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Eventually, the evaluation of SLP in a medium with an increased viscosity is highly recommended to approach 

in vivo conditions (instead of water where particles can move freely).65 Indeed, inside the body, the 

nanomaterial will be in contact with viscous fluids or tissues that could affect heat dissipation mechanisms. 

Agar gel is commonly used to mimic extracellular matrix or tissues depending on its concentration.71,82,85,86 

Here, the SLP values were assessed with a similar procedure as the measurements done in water, but with γ-

Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO NPs dispersed in an aqueous solution with 1 %wt of agar. The temperature profiles under 

different AMF conditions are presented in Figure S6 in Supporting Information. Given the low agar 

concentration, the specific heat capacity of the surrounding medium was taken equal to that of water, and the 

SLP values were calculated with the same formula. The Table 3 compares the experimental SLP values 

obtained for different field conditions in water and agar: a loss up to ~ 20 % occurs when NPs are immobilized 

in the gel. This diminution is consistent with other studies on SPIONs dispersed in viscous media and can be 

explained by the reduction, or even inhibition, of the Brownian contribution in magnetic heating,71,82,85,86 as 

the Brownian relaxation time increases linearly with viscosity (eq. 3). 

Table 3 SLP values of heterostructured NPs dispersed in water and in agar for different field frequency, at fixed amplitude H0 = 23.9 kA/m 

Frequency SLP in H2O (W/gFe) SLP in 1 %wt agar (W/ gFe) Mean SLP loss 

157 kHz 207 ± 3 166 ± 24 19.7 % 

383 kHz 407 ± 6 384 ± 4 5.7 % 

769 kHz 767 ± 77 678 ± 10 11.6 % 

It is important to note that these core-shell NPs still provide efficient heating when immobilized in agar, 

indicating that Brownian relaxation is not the main source of heat production and that this material is a 

promising candidate for in vivo hyperthermia conditions. This result was expected for SPIONs core size 

between 14 and 16 nm, where both Brownian and Néel relaxation mechanisms contribute to heat 

generation.76 

Conclusions 

Superparamagnetic and bioactive nanometric heterostructures were synthesized by a multistep approach, 

based on the co-precipitation and sol-gel methods, without hazardous solvents. The control of magnetic NPs 

size, functionalization and concentration allowed for a successful silica shell encapsulation (Stöber process), 

without pure silica homogeneous nucleation or excessive magnetic core clustering. Then, the addition of 

calcium nitrate and a post-synthesis thermal treatment led to the obtention of a bioactive glass shell. 

Morphological characterizations confirmed that non-aggregated core-shell nanometric particles with low size 

dispersity (122 ± 12 nm) were synthesized. The SLP values of the γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO NPs (43 – 767 W/gFe) 

follow Rosensweig’s model for magnetic fluids based on the Linear Response Theory in the range of AMF 

amplitude (11.9 – 23.9 kA/m) and frequency (157 – 769 kHz) studied. The intrinsic loss power (ILP) was 

calculated at given frequencies by fitting the SLP versus H02 curves, method which could be a better way to 

obtain a single ILP value for any field amplitude, a more relevant value which would also facilitate the 
comparison with literature. This extensive magnetic hyperthermia study also pointed out that the SLP does 

not evolve linearly with frequency and so that the ILP values are frequency dependent. Above all, 

hyperthermia was assessed under clinically relevant AMF parameters (respecting H0 × f < 5∙109 A∙m-1∙s-1) 

and in viscous medium to be as close as possible to the medical application. Despite an expected moderately 

lower heating rate (ca. 20 %), the results are promising for magnetic hyperthermia cancer treatment. 

Furthermore, in vitro bioactivity tests and MTT assays after 7 days respectively confirmed the ability to 

promote HAp growth in SBF and the cytocompatibility of the heterostructures. All these results demonstrated 

that the γ-Fe2O3@SiO2-CaO NPs presented in this study can be considered as a promising candidate as building 

block for bone filling material after a tumor resection, to promote bone tissue repair and prevent cancer cells 

resurgence. Such heterostructured nanoparticles could be directly used as bone fillers (e. g. mixed with blood), 

incorporated in polymeric scaffolds, in hydrogel systems or even shaped as coatings or scaffolds.   
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